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Abstrat
We investigate how in omplex systems the eigenpairs of the matries derived
from the orrelations of multihannel observations reet the luster struture of
the underlying networks. For this we use daily return data from the NYSE and fo-
us speially on the spetral properties of weight Wij = |C|ij − δij and diusion
matries Dij = Wij/sj−δij , where Cij is the orrelation matrix and si =
∑
j Wij the
strength of node j. The eigenvalues (and orresponding eigenvetors) of the weight
matrix are ranked in desending order. In aord with the earlier observations the
rst eigenvetor stands for a measure of the market orrelations. Its omponents are
to rst approximation equal to the strengths of the nodes and there is a seond or-
der, roughly linear, orretion. The high ranking eigenvetors, exluding the highest
ranking one, are usually assigned to market setors and industrial branhes. Our
study shows that both for weight and diusion matries the eigenpair analysis is
not apable of easily deduing the luster struture of the network without a priori
knowledge. In addition we have studied the lustering of stoks using the asset graph
approah with and without spetrum based noise ltering. It turns out that asset
graphs are quite insensitive to noise and there is no sharp perolation transition as a
funtion of the ratio of bonds inluded, thus no natural threshold value for that ratio
seems to exist. We suggest that these observations an be of use for other orrelation
based networks as well.
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1 Introdution
The network approah to omplex systems has turned out to be extremely
fruitful in revealing their struture and funtion [1, 2, 3, 4℄. The usual way to
onstrut the network is to identify the elements of the system with nodes,
between whih the links are present if the orresponding interations exist.
In the ase of weighted networks, the weight of a link is identied with the
strength of the interation.
Proesses taking plae in a omplex system, represented as a network, depend
heavily on its struture. For example motifs that are statistially signiantly
overrepresented as ompared to a random referene system are supposed to
have some funtional role [5, 6℄. Moreover, ommunities i.e. groups that are
well wired internally but loosely onneted to the rest of the network, play
an eminent role in dynami phenomena like spreading [7, 8, 9℄. Clearly, the
investigation of the network struture is of entral interest.
For many systems, however, the nature of interations is hidden and only some
ativities of the nodes an be measured, e.g., in the form of time series. For
suh systems, the natural network representation is a omplete graph with
weights orresponding to the elements of the orrelation matrix determined
by the nodal ativities. Then the task is to lter out from the noisy orrelation
matrix the groups of losely related elements. This problem is quite general
and it appears in many elds of researh ranging from the evaluation of miro-
array data to portfolio optimization. In this paper we have hosen to study
orrelation matries of stok returns, but we think that the network approah
and the observations made here have also more general validity.
Correlations between time-series of stok returns serve as one of the main
inputs in the portfolio optimization theory. In the lassial Markowitz portfolio
optimization the orrelations are used as measures of the dependene between
the time series and the variane as the measure of risk [10℄.
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As the empirial
time series are always nite, the resulting orrelation matrix is noisy. This
brings up the need to redue the noise, for whih the most frequently applied
tool in the nanial literature is prinipal omponent analysis [12℄.
Previously, orrelation matries of stok return time series have been studied
from the network point of view, e.g., by using maximal spanning trees (MST).
The maximal spanning tree of a network is a tree ontaining all the N nodes
and N − 1 links suh that the sum of the weights is maximized. It was in-
trodued in the study of nanial orrelation matries by Mantegna [13℄, who
was able to identify groups of stoks that make sense from an eonomi point
1
There are oneptual problems with this approah, whih we do not want to
address here [11℄.
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of view. It was disovered that often, the branhes of the MST orrespond to
business setors or industries. Moreover, this method enables to desribe the
hierarhial organization of the market and has been applied to monitor the
eet of the time dependene of the orrelations [17℄ Later, MSTs of diverse
nanial orrelation based networks have been studied, e.g., by Bonanno et
al. [14, 15, 16℄ and Onnela et al. [17, 18℄. Indeed, the MST method is sim-
ple and gives reasonable results. However, it is too restritive and thus other,
omplementary methods are needed.
In the so alled asset graph approah, one ranks the links aording to the
values of the orresponding orrelation matrix and onsiders only a fration
p of the strongest ones as oupied. By using this method for low values of p
Onnela et al. [19℄ and Heimo et al. [20℄ found lear evidene of strong intra-
business setor lustering. It has also been suggested that planar maximally
ltered graphs yield a natural extension to the MST approah [21℄. Other in-
teresting approahes inlude methods based on the super-paramagneti Potts
model [22℄ and on the maximum likelihood optimization [23℄. Several nanial
markets have been studied from the above points of view.
Based on these approahes a following piture about the organization of the
orrelation network of the stoks emerges: i) There is a dominant orrelation
among most of the stoks reeting the overall behavior of the market (this
is the basis of the one fator model [11℄); ii) The stoks are organized hi-
erarhially in lusters, whih mainly orrespond to industrial branhes (as
assumed in the multi-fator models) [11℄ iii) There are systemati deviations
from this oversimplied piture, partly beause of the ambiguous nature of
any lassiation sheme and partly beause of inter-luster relations; iv) In
spite of onsiderable robustness in the orrelations during the time of "business
as usual", major events like rashes ause dramati hanges in the network
struture [17℄.
All information on the network struture is enoded in its adjaeny matrix,
or, for weighted networks, in the weight matrix. Likewise, all information on
the struture of orrelations of stok returns is to be found in the orrelation
matrix. Consequently, this information is also inherited by the eigenvalues and
eigenvetors of suh matries. If the data is strutured in terms of lusters and
ommunities that these matries represent, it should also be reeted in the
eigenpairs. For nanial orrelation matries, it has been shown that most
eigenpairs orrespond to noise aessible by random matrix theory and thus
the information about the luster struture is ontained in a few non-random
eigenpairs [24, 25, 26℄ (see [27℄ for an overview). It was also suggested that
lusters of highly orrelated stoks ould be identied by studying the loal-
ization of non-random eigenvetors. In this paper we investigate the questions
of how the eigenpairs of orrelation and related matries derived from stok
prie time series reet the luster struture and industry setors.
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This paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 gives a short introdution to the
spetral properties of weight and diusion matries and their relationship to
the luster struture of the underlying network. Setion 3 is devoted to the
analysis of the largest eigenvalue and the orresponding eigenvetor, whereas
the intermediate, non-random eigenpairs are examined in Setion 4. The asset
graph approah to the lustering of stoks is disussed in Setion 5.
2 Basi notions
2.1 Matries related to weighted networks
A simple undireted and weighted network an be represented by a weight
matrix W in whih an element Wij = Wji (≥ 0 in our study) orresponds to
the weight of the link between the nodes i and j and the diagonal elements are
zero. Note that Wij = 0 signies the absene of the link. The sum si =
∑
j Wij
is the strength of node i [28℄. Here, we restrit our analysis to irreduible net-
works, i.e., networks onsisting of just one onneted omponent. In this ase
the Frobenius-Perron theorem states that W has a largest positive eigenvalue
and the omponents of the orresponding eigenvetor are non-zero and of the
same sign.
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If the elements of W are i.i.d. random numbers with nite variane σ2, the
probability density of the rst eigenvalue onverges to a normal distribution
[30℄
lim
N→∞
distr
{
λ1 −
[
(N − 1)µ+ σ2/µ
]}
= N (0, 2σ2) (1)
where µ > 0 is the mean of the matrix elements. The rst term inside the
square brakets expresses the average node strength, while the seond term is
due to utuations. In some ases statements an be made about the whole
spetrum. We return to this in setion 2.3.
Diusion proess in terms of random walks an be used as a tool for studying
the struture of a network [31, 32, 33℄. At eah time step a walker moves at
random from its urrent node j to node i with probability Tij = Wij/sj. If
2
In network analysis, these omponents have been interpreted as measures of en-
trality of the orresponding nodes (see., e.g., [3, 29℄). Here the idea is that the
entrality xi of node i should be proportional to the average of the entralities of
its neigbours, weighted by the weights of the onneting links. This leads to the
equation xi =
1
λ
∑
j Wijxj , where λ is a onstant. In matrix form, W ~x = λ~x, and
with the restrition xi ≥ 0 the only non-trivial solution is the eigenvetor orre-
sponding to the largest eigenvalue. This measure of entrality is often referred to as
the eigenvetor entrality.
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we denote the walker density at node i by vi(t), the average dynamis of the
proess is desribed by
~v(t+ 1) = T~v(t) (2)
or equivalently by
~v(t+ 1)− ~v(t) = D~v(t), (3)
where ~v(t) = (v1(t), . . . , vN(t))
T
and D = T −I. Here, T denotes the transfer
matrix and D the diusion matrix. These matries have learly the same
eigenvetors and the spetrum ofD is idential with the spetrum of T shifted
to the left by unity. The matrix T an be mapped into a symmetri matrix
by the similarity transformation diag(s
−1/2
i ) · T · diag(s1/2i ) and therefore its
eigenvalues are real. Futhermore, the walker density annot diverge at any
node, so the eigenvalues of T must lie within the interval [−1, 1]. The strength
vetor ~s = (s1, . . . , sN) is an eigenvetor of T with eigenvalue 1 and due to
the Frobenius-Perron theorem this eigenvalue is non-degenerate. Thus
lim
t→∞
~v(t) = ~s, (4)
unless the network is bipartite, in whih ase −1 is also an eigenvalue.
In addition to walker densities vi(t), the diusion proess an also be analyzed
by studying the walker densities per unit strength dened by
ci(t) =
vi(t)
si
. (5)
It is straightforward to show that
~c(t+ 1) = N~c(t), (6)
whereN = T T is alled the normal matrix. Clearly the only dierene between
the governing equations for the densities and the densities per unit strength
is that T is replaed with N . From Eq. (4) we see that
lim
t→∞
~c(t) = (1, . . . , 1)T . (7)
2.2 Modular struture and eigenvetors
Reently there has been inreasing interest in the "mesosopi" properties
of networks, i.e., in strutures beyond the sale of single verties or their
immediate neighborhoods. One important related problem is the detetion
and haraterization of modules or ommunities [7, 8, 34, 35, 36, 37℄, whih
are, loosely speaking, groups of verties with dense internal onnetions and
weaker onnetions to the rest of the network.
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Evidently, the weight, transfer, normal, and diusion matrix representations
of a modular network arry information about the modules in their eigenvalues
and -vetors. In the ase of diusion, it is tempting to assign to the eigenvalues
and -vetors a diret physial interpretation [31, 32, 33℄. If a random walker
enters a module with dense internal onnetions and sparse onnetions to the
rest of the network, it gets, on average, trapped for a long time. This phe-
nomenon is reeted to the spetral expansion of the random walker density
at time t,
vi(t) =
∑
j
cjλ
t
j · [~ej ]i (8)
~c = E−1~v(0), (9)
where E ontains the eigenvetors ~ej of the transfer matrix in its olumns. If
onvergene to the stationary state is slow, Eq. (8) should ontain some terms
with eigenvalues lose to 1 or −1. Eigenvalues lose to −1 indiate that the
network is almost bipartite. On the other hand, large positive eigenvalues are
onsequenes of modular struture and the orresponding eigenvetors an be
expeted to arry information about the struture of ommunities.
The interpretation of the eigenpairs of the weight matrix is more diult.
However, one an naturally iterate a vetor ~v (a phantom eld on the nodes
of the network) by the weight matrix, and study its properties. Eq. (8) still
applies, and Eq. (9) an be written in a simpler form cj = ~ej · ~v(0) due to the
symmetry of the weight matrix (of ourse, ~ej are now eigenvetors of the weight
matrix). Here a onvenient initial ondition is vj(0) = δij , and as va(t + 1) =∑
j Wajvj(t), the new value of this quantity on node a will be a weighted sum of
the (old) values on a's neighbours. If the spreading of this quantity starts from
node i, loated in a densely interonneted module, during the rst time steps
only the other members of this module get signiant ontribution, as i and
its neighbours have most of their links within the module. The phenomenon
resembles the trap-behaviour of the modules in the ase of diusion. Notiing
that
3
~v(t)
λt1
=
W
t~v(0)
λt1
−−−→
t→∞
~e1, (10)
where λ1 is the largest eigenvalue of W , we see that the ratios vi/vj approah
to onstants. The speed of the onvergene depends naturally on the magni-
tudes of the other eigenvalues.
The fat that eigenvalues lose to the largest one slow down the onvergene,
suggests that the orresponding eigenvetors an arry information about the
modules, similarly to the eigenvetors of the diusion matrix. In onlusion,
it seems to be reasonable to interpret the eigenvetors of the weight matrix
similarly to the eigenvetors of the diusion matrix, at least from the point of
view of network modularity.
3
Here, we must assume that ~v(0) is not perpendiular to ~e1.
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Now, let us turn shortly to the interpretation of eigenvetor omponents, both
for diusion and weight matries. Consider a ase in whih the eigenvetors
are ranked in desending order and λ2 ≫ |λ3...N | ≈ 0. Assume that the se-
ond eigenvetor is loalized on two sets of nodes, suh that the eigenvetor
omponents orresponding to the rst set are positive, and the omponents
orresponding to the seond set are negative. Then, the seond term in Eq.
(8) gives a slowly deaying orretion for both sets of nodes, but with dierent
signs. This means that the random walker or the phantom eld gets trapped
for a while in one set, and is held bak from entering into the other set. So
the rst set of nodes an be thought of as a ommunity. Changing the initial
ondition suh that c2 hanges its sign, and applying the above arguments
shows that the other set an also be thought of as a ommunity. Both of these
ases show that the two ommunities are far from eah other as regards to the
average travelling time of a random walker between them. It should be noted
here that using absolute values or squares of the eigenvetor omponents (e.g.
[38℄, [39℄) is learly inappropriate, as an eigenvetor may be loalized on two
extremely distant ommunities.
As mentioned in the previous setion the diusion proess an also be analyzed
by studying the time evolution of the walker densities per unit strength ci(t).
Simonsen et al. have suggested that the eigenvetors of the normal matrix N
orresponding to the largest eigenvalues ontain a lot of information about the
modular struture of the network and that the modules an be identied with
the so alled urrent mapping tehnique [31, 32, 33℄. Here, one should notie
that the ith omponent of the kth eigenvetor of N is equal to [~ek]i/si, where
[~ek]i is the ith omponent of the kth eigenvetor of the transfer matrix T .
2.3 Correlation Matries
The equal time orrelation matrix C of N variables an be estimated from T
observations by
Cij =
〈rirj〉 − 〈ri〉〈rj〉√
[〈ri2〉 − 〈ri〉2][〈rj2〉 − 〈rj〉2]
, (11)
where ri is a vetor ontaining the observations of the variable i. In the ase of
Gaussian i.i.d. variables, C is the Wishart matrix and its eigenvalue density
onverges as N →∞, T →∞, while N/T ≤ 1 is xed, to [40℄
ρW (λ) =


T/N
2piσ2
√
(λ
max
−λ)(λ−λ
min
)
λ
if λ
min
≤ λ ≤ λ
max
0 else
(12)
λ
max/min
= σ2
(
1±
√
N/T
)2
, (13)
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where σ2 = 1 due to the normalization in Eq. (11) 4 . In empirial ases, sig-
niant deviations from Eq. (12) an usually be onsidered as signs of relevant
information [26℄.
A orrelation matrix an be transformed to weight matrix of a simple undi-
reted and weighted network by
Wij = |Cij| − δij . (14)
From the point of view of network theory, the transformation an be justied
by interpreting the absolute values as measures of interation strength without
onsidering whether the interation is positive or negative. If the elements of
C are non-negative, W = C − I. Therefore, the transformation does not
hange the eigenvetors but the eigenvalues are shifted to the left by unity.
The orrelation matries studied in this paper, however, ontain a few slightly
non-negative elements. Fortunately, taking the absolute value of the elements
does not hange the numerial values of the spetral quantities signiantly.
In the following setions, we study orrelation matries onstruted from the
logarithmi returns of New York Stok Exhange (NYSE) traded stoks. We
use two dierent data sets. The larger one onsists of the daily losing pries
of 476 stoks and ranges from 2-Jan-1980 to 31-De-1999. In the smaller data
set the number of stoks is 116 and the time window ranges from 13-Jan-1997
to 29-Jan-2000. With both data sets the length of the time series T is not very
large ompared to the number of stoks N . Therefore the orrelation matries
are noisy.
3 First eigenpair
The largest eigenvalue of a orrelation matrix derived from stok return time
series is always learly separated from the rest of the spetrum. The orre-
sponding eigenvetor is typially interpreted to be representative of the whole
market [26℄, and is usually alled the market eigenvetor.
3.1 Approximations of the rst eigenvetor
Perhaps the simplest way to approximate the rst eigenvetor of the weight
matrix is to iterate a vetor that is not perpendiular to the rst eigenvetor by
the weight matrix (see Eq. (10)). From the Frobenius-Perron theorem we know
that the omponents of the rst eigenvetor have the same sign, so a natural
4
Without the normalization, σ2 would be the variane of the variables.
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hoie for the initial vetor is one with uniform omponents. The rst iteration
of this vetor yields a vetor proportional to the strength vetor ~s. Sine ~s is
the rst eigenvetor of the diusion matrix derived from the weight matrix,
we see that the rst eigenvetors of the weight and the diusion matries
are the sime after rst iteration. Of ourse, one an nd examples where this
approximation is far from the asymptotis.
Another simple way to approximate the rst eigenvetor of the weight matrix
is a perturbation-based alulation. In [39℄, suh an approah was presented,
although with a dierent denition of perturbation. Here we separate the
empirial weight matrix into two terms as
Wij = (1− δij)w0 + Vij , (15)
where w0 is the average o-diagonal element of the weight matrix and Vij is
the deviation onsidered as perturbation. The eigenvalues of the unperturbed
matrix are
λ
(0)
1 = (N − 1)w0, (16)
λ
(0)
2...N = −w0, (17)
and the rst eigenvetor is
~e
(0)
1 =
1√
N
(1, 1, . . . , 1)T (18)
The rst order orretion of the rst eigenvalue reads
λ
(1)
1 = ~e
(0)T
1 V ~e
(0)
1 =
1
N
∑
ij
Vij = 0, (19)
and thus λ1 ≈ (N−1)w0, assuming that the perturbation expansion onverges
fast. The rst order orretion of the rst eigenvetor is
~e
(1)
1 =
V
Nw0
· ~e(0)1 −
~e
(0)T
1 V ~e
(0)
1
Nw0
· ~e(0)1 =
V
Nw0
· ~e(0)1 , (20)
and the ith omponent the orresponding rst order approximation is
[
~e
(0)
1 + ~e
(1)
1
]
i
=
1√
N
(1 +
si − s
Nw0
) ≈ si
s
√
N
, (21)
where N ≫ 1 has been assumed.
Thus the result is similar to the one obtained by the iterative way  in rst
order perturbation theory, the omponents of the rst eigenvetor are propor-
tional to the orresponding strengths. This proportionality was also pointed
out in Ref. [39℄. We add to this observation that, provided the rst order
approximation is suient, the average o-diagonal matrix element is propor-
9
tional to the largest eigenvalue.
3.2 First eigenpair of nanial orrelation based networks
Based on the previous setion, it is not surprising that the largest eigenvalue
λ1 is strongly orrelated with the mean orrelation oeient in both data
sets used. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. Deviations from the zeroth order ap-
proximation are illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Figure 1. (olor online) The rst eigenvalues (solid line) and resaled mean orrela-
tions (dashed line) as funtions of time for the 116-stoks database (on the left) and
for the 476-stoks database (on the right). The orrelation matries were onstruted
from 1000 trading days in both ases. The outstanding plateau is a onsequene of
Blak Monday, a large market rash on Otober 19, 1987.
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Figure 2. Dierene between the rst eigenvalue and its zeroth order approximation
for the 116-stoks dataset (on the left) and for the 476-stoks dataset (on the right).
A window of 1000 trading days has been used.
As expeted, the eigenvetor orresponding to the largest eigenvalue is well
approximated by the strength vetor. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. A fur-
ther observation is that the relative dierenes of the omponents of the rst
10
Figure 3. (olor online) Components of the rst eigenvetor (N) and the normalized
strengths (◦) (the larger data set is used). The ordering of the stoks is suh that
stoks belonging to same business setor aording to Yahoo lassiation [41℄ are
next to eah other.
eigenvetor and the (normalized) strengths are positively orrelated with the
strengths (Fig. 4, panel a). In order to understand this eet, we have on-
struted and numerially analyzed several kinds of orrelation matries. Our
observations are as follows: the above orrelation does not exist for random
matries, in whih the elements are i.i.d. random variables from uniform dis-
tribution (Fig. 4, panel b). Surprisingly, the orrelation is negative for the
one fator model with the same mean orrelation, when the orrelation ma-
trix is onstruted from nite time segments of unorrelated Gaussian time
series [42℄ (Fig. 4, panel ). A strength distribution with non-vanishing width
produes similar eet. However, for multi-blok weight matries with an ar-
tiial modular struture together with additional noise,
5
similar orrelation
is found (Fig. 4, panel d). Hene, the observed orrelation ould be attributed
to the presene of modular struture in the weight matrix.
There is another interesting feature in Fig. 4 worth noting. The "outliers" in
the lower left orner of panel a in Fig. 4 orrespond to ompanies related to
gold and silver mining, whih are known to be extremely weakly orrelated
(or even negatively orrelated) with the other partiipants of the market.
5
The matries were onstruted by Wij = W
0
ij +0.1 · ηiηjr, where the ommunities
are represented by matrix W
0
ontaining ten bloks of size 45× 45 on the diagonal,
ηi = |s + 1| is a random parameter for eah node, s is drawn from the standard
normal distribution, and r is drawn from the standard uniform distribution. W
was normalized suh that the mean element was equal to the mean element of the
empirial weight matrix.
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Figure 4. The relative dierenes of the omponents of the rst eigenvetor and
the (normalized) strength-vetor as funtions of the (normalized) strengths. a) The
empirial data set (N = 476 stoks), b) random matries with i.i.d elements from
the uniform distribution, ) orrelation matries of the one fator model with the
same length of time series and the same mean orrelation as the empirial matrix,
d) artiial multiblok orrelation matries. All results for artiial matries are
averages over 1000 runs.
4 Intermediate eigenpairs
In this setion we analyze the intermediate eigenvetors of the empirial weight
and diusion matries.
6
We start by disussing the problems related to den-
ing the information arrying eigenvetors of the weight matrix and ontinue
by studying how the luster struture of the network is reeted in the loal-
ization of these eigenvetors. Lastly, we analyze the intermediate eigenvetors
of the diusion matrix and nd the highest ranking ones to be very lose
to those of the weigth matrix. We also demonstrate the use of the urrent
mapping tehnique with our data set.
6
In this setion, only the larger data set is studied
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4.1 Dening the intermediate eigenpairs of the weight matrix
The highest ranking eigenpairs of the orrelation matrix onstruted from
stok return time series are far from being random [24, 25℄, but the randomness
inreases rapidly together with inreasing rank (on average) [20℄. Therefore,
there is no strit border between the random and intermediate parts of the
spetrum and the identiation of the information arrying eigenvetors is a
highly non-trivial task.
Fig. 5 depits the spetrum of the weight matrix together with the analyt-
ial results for Wishart matries (Eq. (12)).
7
The analytial urve is tted
by visual inspetion using σ, i.e. the variane of the eetively random part
of the orrelation matrix, as an adjustable parameter. Best t is obtained
with σ ≈ 0.86, whih, substituted into Eq. (13), yields λmax ≈ 0.3. However,
many eigenvetors orresponding to eigenvalues above this bound are to a
large extent random and on the other hand, some below this bound ontain
information [43℄. Therefore, λmax an only be onsidered as a suggestive indi-
ator of the rossover region between the random and intermediate parts of
the spetrum.
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Figure 5. Left: The spetral density of the weight matrix. The inset shows the random
bulk and the analytial urve. Right: The IPRs of the eigenvetors as a funtion of
the orresponding eigenvalue.
Plerou et al. [25, 26℄ have suggested the use of inverse partiipation ratios
(IPR), dened for vetor ~v as
I(~v) =
∑
i
v 4i , (22)
7
Note that the spetrum is shifted to the left by 1, due to Eq. (14). In [44℄ an
improved t is suggested based on the random matrix theory of power law distributed
variables. However, the minor dierene in the tting is irrelevant from our points
of view.
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in the identiation of the information arrying eigenvetors. The idea behind
this is that the more loalized the eigenvetor is, the higher is its IPR. From
the right panel of Fig. 5, whih depits I(~v) for the eigenvetors of the weight
matrix as a funtion of the orresponding eigenvalue, we see that most of
the random and intermediate eigenvetors have similar IPRs (see also [43℄).
Thus IPR does not seem to be an eient tool to distinguish the information
arrying eigenvetors from the rest.
8
More sophistiated analysis is needed.
4.2 Loalization of the eigenvetors
We have seen that the gradual inrease of the noise ontent aleady makes the
identiation of the lusters in the network a diult task. Here we will go
into the further diulties aused be the omplexity of the loalization of the
information arrying eigenvetors. Finanial orrelations are partiularly ap-
propriate to investigate this point as independent lassiation shemes exist
to ompare with. In the following we will take advantage of this informa-
tion in the example-like analysis of a ouple of interesting eigenvetors. The
omponents of the eigenvetors studied are illustrated in Fig. 6, in whih the
(horizontal) ordering of the stoks is suh that stoks belonging to same busi-
ness setor aording to Yahoo lassiation [41℄ are next to eah other. This
makes the eigenvetors loalized on a business setor stand out more learly.
The highest ranking intermediate eigenvetor, namely the seond eigenvetor
is a good example of an eigenvetor loalized on a business setor. The om-
ponents orresponding to the utilities setor stand out very leanly in Fig.
6. One should notie, however, that this would not be the ase without the
hosen horizontal ordering of the ompanies. Without a priori information we
would not be able to dene boundaries for this luster.
The third eigenvetor, whih is mainly loalized on oil and gold & silver min-
ing ompanies is already a more diult one. The other large omponents
of this eigenvetor orrespond to Petroleum & Resoures (P&R), a nanial
ompany speialized in the energy setor, Tidewater (Tidew), whih provides
vessels and servies for the oshore energy industry, and ASA Ltd. (ASA),
an investment ompany interested in preious metal mining. The thresholding
analysis (not presented here) shows that the ompanies orresponding to the
largest omponents of this eigenvetor form two lusters. The third eigenvetor
is not the only example of a high ranking intermediate eigenvetor loalized on
more than one luster. The sixth eigenvetor, for example, is loalized on gold
& silver mining, leading eletronis manufaturers & eletronis stores, and
8
The high IPRs of the lowest ranking eigenvetors are due to the well known fat
that they are loalized to pairs of stoks with the very highest orrelation oeients
[25, 26, 43℄.
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Figure 6. Component sizes of hosen eigenvetors. The number in eah panel in-
diates the rank of the orresponding eigenvalue. Horizontal ordering is suh that
stoks belonging to same business setors are next to eah other and open symbols
are used as a guide to the eye. For abbreviations, see text.
air transportation ompanies. Again, the thresholding analysis shows that all
these industries form their own lusters. Interestingly the seventh eigenvetor
is loalized solely on the gold & silver mining-related ompanies.
One enounters further diulties, when analyzing e.g. the tenth eigenvetor,
whih has a very omplex struture. As illustrated in Fig. 6, it is loalized
on a large number of industry branhes, most of whih an be found by the
thresholding analysis. However, without some prior information, interpretation
of this eigenvetor is impossible. On the other hand, surprisingly, the 19th
eigenvetor an be straightforwardly interpreted although the orresponding
eigenvalue is lose to the random part of the spetrum (λ19 ≈ 0.55) and the
15
neighbouring eigenvetors are to a large extent random. This eigenvetor is
strongly loalized on Sony and Honda, the only Japanese ompanies in the
data set. It should be noted that several eigenvetors orresponding to the
lowest ranking eigenvalues are loalized on pairs of ompanies with highest
orrelation oeients.
To summarize, it seems evident that the luster struture of a network an-
not be easily dedued from the eigenvetors of the weight matrix. Espeially,
interpretation of a single eigenvetor is even more diult than suggested in
reent literature. Most of the information about the luster struture an only
be found by ombining information from dierent eigenvetors
9
. There is,
however, no rule to tell, whih linear ombination of the eigenvetors should
be taken. Therefore, the extration of the luster struture from the eigenve-
tors without a priori knowledge about the nodes (here ompanies) seems to
be a too formidable task.
4.3 Diusion based approah
In setion 2.2 we reasoned, how the luster struture of a network should aet
the diusion proess. The spetrum of the diusion matrix (depited by the
solid line in Fig. 7) has, as expeted, similar struture with that of the weight
matrix. For diusion matries, results orresponding to Eqs. (12) and (13) are
not known, but a random referene funtion an be obtained numerially by
onstruting diusion matries from random weight matries generated with
the method presented in setion 3.2 and in [42℄ (dashed line in Fig. 7). In Fig.
8 we ompare the eigenvetors of the weight and diusion matries. We see
that the highest ranking eigenvetors of the diusion matrix are very lose
to the orresponding eigenvetors (i.e. eigenvetors with similar loalization)
of the weight matrix. Their distane inreases when the random part of the
spetrum is approahed and the orrespondene between pairs of eigenvetors
looses its meaning.
The analysis of the eigenvetors of the normal matrix is again non-trivial. Nat-
urally, there are orrelations between the omponents of dierent eigenvetors,
but it is impossible to identify lusters without a priori information. Best re-
sults in two dimensions were obtained with the eigenvetors of ranks two and
ve (see Fig. 9). Visual inspetion of this plot allows us to identify the oil &
gas, utilities and gold & silver mining lusters, although the determination of
the boundaries is again diult.
9
This was also suggested in [38℄, in whih symmetri and antisymmetri ombina-
tions of eigenvetors are analyzed.
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Figure 7. (Color online) Spetral density of the diusion matrix orresponding to
the larger dataset (solid line), and the average spetral density over a system of 1000
random referenes (dashed line). The trivial eigenvalue at 0 is not shown.
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Figure 8. Salar produts of the eigenvetors of the diusion matrix and the or-
responding eigenvetors (i.e. eigenvetors with similar loalization) of the weight
matrix. The eigenvetors of the diusion matrix are ordered aording to dereasing
rank (x-axis).
5 Asset graph approah to the lustering of stoks
In this setion we study the lustering of stoks using asset graphs [19℄.
10
An asset graph is onstruted by ranking the non-diagonal elements of the
orrelation matrix and adding links between stoks one after the other, starting
from the strongest orrelation oeient. The network thus emerging an be
10
In this setion, only the smaller dataset is studied
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Figure 9. Components of the fth eigenvetor of the normal matrix as a funtion of
the omponents of the seond eigenvetor.
haraterized by a parameter p, whih is the ratio of the number of added links
to the number of all possible links,N(N−1)/2. Asset graphs onstruted using
the full orrelation matrix C are illustrated
11
in Fig. 10 for link oupation
values of p = 0.01, p = 0.03, p = 0.05, and p = 0.07. An immediate observation
is that some lusters stand out very leanly and an already be identied by
visual inspetion. These lusters orrespond very well to business setors and
industries aording to Forbes lassiation [45℄. However, we annot expet
to nd all lusters this way and for large N this approah annot be applied. It
is lear that we need more sophistiated methods. One possibility, suggested
by Onnela et al., is to dene a luster as an isolated omponent and study
the evolution of these omponents as a funtion of p. Another possibility is
to apply some known ommunity detetion method for binary graphs (see
e.g. [7, 8, 35, 46, 47℄) as a funtion of p. However, the problem with these
approahes is that there is no global threshold value of p with whih we would
nd (almost) all the information about the lusters. A more omprehensive
piture about the luster struture an be obtained by studying the evolution
of eah luster separately as a funtion of p. Alternatively, we an also dene
our asset graphs in a dierent way.
The largest omponents of the market eigenvetor, mostly onglomerates and
nanial ompanies, have signiant orrelations with almost all the other
ompanies. This leads to the phenomenon learly seen in Fig. 10 that dierent
lusters in asset graphs merge mostly through nodes orresponding to these
ompanies (for further disussion see [39℄). Therefore, it is interesting to study
asset graphs without the eet of the market eigenvetor. This an be done
11
For illustration, the node oordinates are generated with Pajek by plotting the
MST.
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1) 2)
3) 4)
Figure 10. (olor online) The asset graph onstruted using the full orrelation matrix
C for link oupation values 1) p = 0.01, 2) p = 0.03, 3) p = 0.05 and 4) p = 0.07.
Forbes lassiation [45℄ has been used and ompanies belonging to Energy setor
are denoted by N, Eletri Utilities industry by , Healthare setor by H, Basi
Materials setor by  and Finaial as well as Conglomerates setor by •. Other
nodes are denoted by •.
by expanding the orrelation matrix as
C =
N∑
i=1
λi|ei〉〈ei|, (23)
where the eigenvalues are sorted aording to dereasing rank and onstruting
the asset graphs using the matrix dened by
C−m =
N∑
i=2
λi|ei〉〈ei|. (24)
These are illustrated in Fig. 11 for link oupation values of p = 0.01, p = 0.03,
p = 0.05, and p = 0.07. Here the most signiant dierene ompared to
Fig. 10 is that, sine the market eigenvetor is exluded, the degrees of the
nodes with the highest betweeness entralities in the MST (see Fig. 1 in [20℄)
are muh lower and some omponents remain isolated for larger values of p.
However, from panel a of Fig. 14, where we illustrate as a funtion of p the
number of isolated omponents of size larger than one, as well as from Fig. 11
we notie that the problem still stands. There is no global threshold value of
p that would reveal all the lusters.
Kim et al. [39℄ have approahed the problem by dening, what they all the
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1) 2)
3) 4)
Figure 11. (olor online) The asset graph onstruted using C−m (i.e. orrelation
matrix from whih the eet of the market eigenpair has been ltered out) for link
oupation values 1) p = 0.01, 2) p = 0.03, 3) p = 0.05 and 4) p = 0.07. Nodes are
denoted as in Fig. 10.
group orrelation matrix by
Cg =
Ng∑
i=2
λi|ei〉〈ei|, (25)
where Ng is used to exlude the eet of the random eigenpairs. From the
previous setion we know that by hoosing Ng < N we lose some information,
but the idea here is to get rid of most of the noise without losing too muh
information. Ng an be approximated by omparing the eigenvalues to the
theoretial eigenvalue density for random orrelation matries and by studying
the loalization of the eigenvetors. In the following we have used Ng = 10.
In Figure 12 we show asset graphs onstruted using Cg for link oupation
values of p = 0.01, p = 0.03, p = 0.05, and p = 0.07. We see that these graphs
are very similar to those presented in Fig. 11, i.e., to the ones onstruted by
using C−m. This is veried in Fig. 13, whih shows the fration of overlapping
links, i.e. the perentage of ommon links, in the studied asset graphs. The
shape of the urves turns out to be interesting. In all ases the overlap inreases
very rapidly until p ≈ 0.025. After this, the overlap dereases indiating that
the links beome more random, but as the number of links grows larger and
the fration of free plaes dereases, the overlap starts to inrease again.
As a referene, one an use Erdös-Rényi ensemble G(m,N), whih onsists
of graphs of N nodes and exatly m links, suh that eah possible graph
appearing with equal probability. The overlap for G(m,N) is learly p2.
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1) 2)
3) 4)
Figure 12. (olor online) The asset graph onstruted using Cg (i.e. orrelation
matrix from whih the eets of the market and random eigenpairs has been ltered
out) for link oupation values 1) p = 0.01, 2) p = 0.03, 3) p = 0.05 and 4) p = 0.07.
Nodes are denoted as in Fig. 10.
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Figure 13. The fration of overlapping (i.e. ommon) links in asset graphs onstruted
from Cg and C−m (solid line), C and C−m (dashed line), C and Cg (dotted line)
and in all three (dashdotted line).
The overlap between asset graphs onstruted from Cg and C−m is found
to be around 93% for p ≈ 0.025 and over 90% in the interval [0.022, 0.037].
From panel a of Fig. 14, in whih we show the number of isolated omponents
as a funtion of p, one sees that this number is also at its highest in the
interval, meaning that these are the most relevant values of p when studying
the lustering. This means that we do not gain muh by ltering out the
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Figure 14. The number of isolated omponents m as a funtion of p (panel a) and
q (panel b) in asset graphs onstruted from C (solid line), Cg (dashed line) and
C−m (dotted line). For Cg and C−m there is a sudden inrease at qc ≈ 0.1 (panel
b). This jump, however, is not seen in panel a. (Notie that the number of links
inreases as a funtion of p and dereases as a funtion of q.)
random eigenpairs before onstruting the asset graphs. At the same time we
may lose some signiant information about the small lusters stored in the
lowest ranking eigenpairs, as disussed in the previous setion. One should
notie that luster identiation is more diult when the full orrelation
matrix is used, but the dierene is not very large. When this is ombined
with the fat that most information about the nanial and onglomerate
ompanies is lost when the market eigenvetor is ltered out, it is evident
that best results are obtained by using both C and C−m.
Kim et al. [39℄ have suggested that asset graphs onstruted from Cg have a
well-dened ritial threshold pc, where many isolated omponents merge into
one giant omponent. They onstrut the asset graphs by inluding all the
links that orrespond to a orrelation oeient above a predetermined value
q and plot the number of isolated omponents as a funtion of q. A similar
plot for the present data set is shown in panel b of Fig. 14. At the rst sight
it seems that there exists a lear ritial threshold qc ≈ 0.1 (seen as a sudden
jump in the number of omponents) for the asset graphs onstruted from Cg
but no lear threshold for those onstruted from the full orrelation matrix.
However, it is perhaps a little misleading to speak about a ritial threshold,
sine the one "seen" in panel b of Fig. 14 is due to the fat that the elements of
Cg are not uniformly distributed. From panel a of Fig. 14 one sees that there
is no lear threshold in none of these ases (as no sudden jumps are seen).
To summarize, it seems that the noise present in the time series does not
hange the luster struture of the asset graphs, whih is not very surprising
sine only links orresponding to the highest orrelation oeients are in-
luded. It also seems that there is no ritial threshold pc in any of the studied
ases. Therefore, useful information may be lost, while no benet is gained, if
the random eigenpairs are ltered out before onstruting the asset graphs.
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6 Summary
The aim of the present work was to investigate in omplex systems the rela-
tionship between the spetral properties of orrelation based matries and the
luster struture of the related networks. The network was onstruted as a
omplete graph where the weights were identied with elements taken from
the orrelation matrix. We have hosen to study stok market data sine large
amount of information has already been aumulated about them and their
spetral properties have also been studied in detail [24, 25℄. Two data sets from
the NYSE were analyzed, one with lesser stoks appropriate for visualization
and a larger one with better statistial properties.
We started our study by analyzing the eigenvetor orresponding to the largest
eigenvalue of the weight matrix and found to a very good rst approximation
that the eigenvetor omponents orrespond to the strengths of the nodes (i.e.
ompanies). There is a systemati seond order orretion roughly propor-
tional to the nodal strengths, whih is probably due to the modular struture
of the network.
The identiation of the lusters using the high ranking eigenvetors turned
out to be a too formidable task. Therefore, we have hosen a dierent path:
Using independent information, we have given interpretations to typial eigen-
vetors. Our results show that there are eigenvetors whih are well loalized
to a few industrial branhes. Surprisingly, suh eigenvetors are not have al-
ways high ranking i.e. orrespond to a large eigenvalue. On the other hand,
some high rank eigenvetors represent so many branhes that they are hardly
distinguishable from the random ase. Therefore, we think that the eigen-
vetors are not appropriate in identifying the modules of suh networks. By
using the diusion matrix we had to arrive to a similar onlusion, though
it should be emphasized that there is a strong overlap between the highest
ranking eigenvetors of the weight and diusion matries.
Sine diret network methods are known to be eient in identifying the hier-
arhial struture of orrelation based networks [13, 17, 19, 21℄, we have stud-
ied how the spetral methods an be ombined with the asset graph method
based on thresholding. We have ompared the asset graphs as obtained from
the noisy and denoised orrelation matries, where denoising was arried out
by using spetral information [39℄. It turned out that denoising has little eet
on the lusters of asset graphs. This is beause of the hierarhial struture of
the lusters and due to the fat that thresholding piks the high orrelations
where the noise is expeted to play a subordinate role. Surprisingly enough
similar denoising methods seem to work eiently when applied diretly to
portfolio optimization [42℄.
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We an onlude that the identiation of lusters or ommunities is even more
diult in the ase of highly onneted weighted networks. Spetral methods
may lead to an overall desription of the properties of omplex systems but
they do not seem to be appropriate for the lassiation problem without
additional information about the nodes of the related network.
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